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Abstract
Simulation techniques cannot provide a complete analysis of Network-on-chip
(NoC) architectures due to their reactive and distributive nature and thus
compromise on the accuracy of the analysis results. Formal methods can be
used to overcome these limitations but, to the best of our knowledge, have
been used for the functional verification of packet-switched NoCs only. We
propose to extend the usage of formal methods for conducting the functional
and performance analysis of both circuit-switched and packet-switched NoCs.
In particular, the thesis presents a generic methodology for the formal verification and comparison of circuit-switched and packet-switched NoCs using
the SPIN model checker. The proposed methodology provides generic modelling guidelines and identifies some properties, including deadlock freedom,
starvation freedom, mutual exclusion and liveness. Moreover performance of
both NoC’s are evaluated on basis of timing verification, which is done by
integrating the formal models of NoCs with Lamport Timestamps. For illustration purposes, we use our methodology to verify the programmable NoC
(PNoC) architecture, which is one of the most widely used circuit-switched
NoC, and the HERMES NoC, which is a renown packet-switched NoC.
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Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1

Motivation

Traditional single bus-based communication architectures are not able to
pace up with contemporary System-on-chips (SoCs). It has become hard
to deliver data from point to point during a single clock cycle. On the
other hand, use of multiple buses increases design complexity and reduces
scalability [14]. Moreover data synchronization of on-chip modules via a
global clock leads to high power consumption and electromagnetic interference (EMI) problems [2]. The concept of Network-on-chips (NoC) [6] tends
to resolve the above-mentioned limitations by integrating computer networking concepts for on-chip communication between various processor cores of
SoC architectures. It not only handles the synchronization issues but its
modular nature allows it to be used with standard interfaces. Besides the
scalability, NoC architectures are well-known to facilitate design-flow parallelism and reduce power consumption compared to the traditional bus based
interconnects [14] [2] [7].
The communication network in a NoC consists of wires and routers [2]
1
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[6]. Memories, processors and other IP-block are connected to the router
and the routing algorithm manages all the on-chip communication. The
network layer of a NoC helps in transmitting data by using switching algorithms [22], which are categorized into packet and circuit based techniques.
Packet-switched based NoC [19] is based on the principle of dividing the
message to be transmitted in several packets. These packets are then sent
to the destination node via multiple channels. Once the complete message is
received, then the data packets are assembled to obtain the complete transmitted message. Under heavy data, such as video streaming, flow packets
may get lost or sometimes get corrupted. Thus, packet switching needs a
protocol for managing reliable data transfer. Circuit-switched, on the other
hand, ensures reliable data transfer by defining a dedicated path between
nodes. It guarantees full bandwidth and provides quality of service. The
messages arrive in the same manner as they were transmitted. Both categories of NoC have their own benefits. Circuit switched based NoC is ideal
for voice based services [2] [14] and has been known to perform better than
packet switched based NoC [9] [19] whereas packet-swicthed NoC are known
to perform better in heavy traffic scenarios [6].
Due to their distributed and reactive nature, ensuring their functional
correctness and performance evaluation of NoC architectures is not very
straightforward. The main challenge in this regard is the choice of test vectors for the analysis. This fact coupled with the non-exhaustive nature of
simulation for analyzing large designs, makes a rigorous analysis of NoC
architectures impossible. Especially when considering many-core systems,
the number of different communication signals, grows exponentially with the
number of cores. Even if some corner cases can be specifically targeted, there
is no proof that these represent a worst-case scenario. Thus, simulation based
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analysis cannot be considered complete and often results in missing critical
bugs, which is a very undesirable characteristic, given the safety and financial
critical nature of the present-age many-core chips, where the NoC architectures are usually deployed [22] [6].
Formal verification methods [1] [25] have been used to overcome the
above-mentioned limitations for many hardware designs. The main idea behind formal verification is to analyze the behavior of systems using mathematical reasoning or rigorous state-space exploration. The system implementation and specification are given to the formal verification tools and the
goal is to identify corner cases in which the system model does not conform
to its specifications.
Theorem proving [13] use deductive techniques for verifying the relationship between the logical specification and logical implementation of the given
systems. The verification process may require explicit user guidance and thus
can be quite tedious, especially when using more expressive higher-order logic
[4]. Model checking [4] is the second mainstream formal verification method
and involves the computer based mathematical modeling of the given system
in the form of an automata or state-space. This model is then used within
a computer to automatically verify that it meets rigorous specifications of
intended behavior. Due to its mathematical nature of these formal verification methods, 100% completeness and soundness of the analysis can be
guaranteed. Model checking seems to suit the context of NoC verification
the best due to its automatic, and hence user-friendly, nature and the fact
that the behavior of NoC architectures can be easily expressed in terms of
a state-space. Moreover, the ability to provide counter examples in case of
failures makes model checking a more preferable choice for industrial usage as
compared to the other interactive formal verification approaches like theorem
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proving.

1.2

Literature Review

Model checking has been successfully used for analyzing packet switched
NoC architectures (e.g. [22] [30] [10] [24]). However, the main focus of these
existing works is to verify functional aspects only. Chen et all. [10] implemented the bi-network on chip (BiNoC) model in state graph manipulator
(SGM). They checked four critical properties of the given NoC router, namely
mutual exclusion, starvation freedom, deadlock freedom and conditions for
traffic congestions. They successfully verified the mutual exclusion property
but faced state-space explosion problem while verifying the deadlock-freedom
and traffic congestion. On the other hand, starvation freedom property failed
showing that Bi-NoC is not a fair NoC architecture. The HERMES NoC was
formally verified by Vinitha et all. [22]. Using the SPIN model checker, they
verified reliable data transfer along with valid path selection by the router.
Salaun et all. [24] also contributed to this field by verifying an asynchronous
NoC. They used the model checking tool available in the CADP toolbox and
verified the deadlock freedom along with correct sequencing of communications in a protocol. Holcomb [15] checked the Quality of Service (QoS) for the
2D-mesh NoC by verifying various performance properties, such as latency
bounds and synthesis of optimal buffer sizes, using the SAT based ABC tool.
The SPIN model checker has not been used for the formal verification of the
programmable NoC (PNoC) architecture , which to the best of our knowledge, is the first formal verification of a circuit-switched NoC. The mutual
exclusion, starvation freedom, deadlock verification, liveness and data reliability have been formally verified for PNoC in this work. However, to the
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best of our knowledge none of the above-mentioned model checking works
focused on the timing or performance related aspects of NoC architectures.
Theorem proving has also been widely used for NoC verification. Borrione
[7] presented a formal meta-model for reasoning about network specifications,
from the transport to the data link layer of the OSI architectural model. The
model was instantiated to formally verify Octagon, HERMES and Spidergon
NoCs using the ACL2 theorem prover. Similarly, GeNoC was formalized
by Broek et al [28] and verified for both packet and circuit-switched based
NoC in ACL2. The same authors also verified that the 2D-mesh architecture
[29], based on the HERMES NoC, behaves according to the specification.
Moreover they extended their work [31] by adding two theorems to GeNoC,
i.e, the network is deadlock free and can evacuate all injected messages.
Besides the main stream formal methods, like model checking and theorem proving, some other formal methods have also been used for the formal
verification of NoC architectures. For example, EventB formalism is used
to ascertain the architectural correctness of NoCs [3].The ForEVeR tool has
been used to identify bugs in the NoC fabric [23]. Evaluation under self
similar traffic is observed in [26]. Based on the above-mentioned literature
review, it can be observed that most of the existing work on the formal verification of NoC is focused on the functional verification of packet-switched
NoC. Similarly, none of these techniques provides a complete cross level verification of NoC and all of them use different sets of evaluation parameters
for NoC verification.
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Thesis Contribution

This thesis tends to overcome the above-mentioned limitations and proposes
a generic methodology for the formal verification of any circuit-switched
or packet-switched NoC architecture. The main idea behind the proposed
methodology is to use the SPIN model checker [16], which is an open source
tool for the formal verification of distributed software systems. We can formally model or specify the behavior of NoC architectures in the PROcess
MEta LAnguage (PROMELA) language. These models can then be verified
to exhibit the desired functional properties using the SPIN model checker as
it directly accepts PROMELA models. The main contribution of the thesis
lies in identifying the modeling techniques and abstractions that are tailored
towards the NoC architectures. Moreover, we also identify a set of properties
that are of interest in the context of NoC and thus can be used with some
adaptation to verify any NoC architecture.Moreover, we also propose to formally verify timing properties of the given NoC architectures. This feature
can be implemented by using Lamport Timestamps in our formal models.
To the best of our knowledge, this is the first time that the formal analysis
of timing properties of NoC architectures has been conducted.
In order to illustrate the utilization and effectiveness of the proposed
methodology for the formal verification of real-world NoC architectures, we
present the analysis of the Programmable Network on chip (PNoC) architecture [14], which is a circuit-switched based NoC and the HERMES network on
chip architecture [21] ,which is a packet-switched NoC, respectively. PNoC is
a lightweight NoC architecture that is specifically designed for FPGA based
systems and ensures data transfers with minimal overhead on a dedicated
path. PNoC allows flexibility of having numerous router to node configurations along with parameterizable addresses. The main reason behind the
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choice of this case study is the above-mentioned strengths of this lightweight
scheme compared to other traditional NoC techniques, like CLICHË [18],
which consists of a fixed 2D mesh with one routing switch per computing
node that makes it unsuitable for heavy data flow applications. Millberg
also employed the same switching technique in their Nostrum NOC implementation [20]. Similarly, HERMES ?? has been chosen as a case study representing the packet-switched NoCs. HERMES is a mesh based architecture
which promises low area overhead and low latency for on-chip communication and is considered as one of the most useful NoC architectures for heavy
data transfer applications, such as video streaming.

1.4

Organization of Thesis

The thesis is organized as follows: chapter II provides an overview of NOC,
Lamport timestamp algorithm, model checking and the SPIN model checker.
The proposed methodology adopted for the verification of circuit-switched
or packet-switched based NoC is discussed in chapter III. Chapter IV and
V presents the formal verification of the PNoC and HERMES architectures,
respectively. Chapter VI presents a comparison between our verification
results for both case studies along with some discussions. Finally, chapter
VII concludes the thesis.

Chapter 2
Preliminaries
2.1

Network-On-Chip(NoC)

The traditional system on chip designs is based on critical paths and clock
trees; moreover data is synchronized with the help of global clock. These
critical paths and clock trees lead to an increased amount of power consumption whereas global clock signal makes the circuit more prone to EMI
(electromagnetic interference). Thus SoCs are not power efficient system.
As we know that asynchronous circuit does not face clock skew problems
and synchronization issues, therefore globally asynchronous and locally synchronous systems are an efficient solution to above mention problem. System
is divided into combination of locally synchronous and globally asynchronous
system. This approach will reduce the requirement for chip-wide clock trees
and user can focus on local synchronous regions and efficiently manage power
issues. One of the GALS solutions is NoC; the communication network is deployed among multi cores which avoids all the problems faced by Bus-based
approach. NOC can improve design productivity by supporting modularity
and reuse of complex cores. Thus, it enables a higher level of abstraction in
8
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the architectural modeling of future systems.
The communication network in a NoC consists of wires and routers which
connects processor IP blocks and memories together. The network layer of
NoC helps in transmitting data by using switching algorithms. Switching
algorithms are categorized into packet and circuit switched NoC.
In packet switched NoC, the data is divided into packets and is injected
into network. These individual packets find their way to the destination via
choosing different paths, once all the packets are received, they are reassembled to recover message. Practically this algorithm is used in heavy data
applications such as video streaming. The main hazard of this method is
that data packets can get lost and it affects the overall performance of data,
thus packet switching needs a protocol for reliable data transfer. It also needs
buffers to queue-up packets, waiting for the availability of resources. Packet
switched is further classified as wormhole, store and forward and virtual cut
through networks. In store-and-forward mode, a switch cannot forward a
packet until it has been completely received. In virtual cut-through mode,
a switch can forward a packet as soon as the next switch gives a guarantee
that a packet will be accepted completely. The wormhole switching mode
is a variant of the virtual cut through mode that avoids the need for large
buffer spaces. A packet is transmitted between switches in units called flits
Circuit switched NoC on the other hand ensures reliable data transfer
by defining a dedicated path between nodes. It requires no overhead for
packetisation, packet header processing or packet buffering. As the path is
reserved for transmission full bandwidth is guaranteed and data is not lost,
thus it is used for voice based applications. The circuitry required for a
circuit-switched network is relatively simple and appropriate for use in even
small systems. The flexibility of the proposed approach makes it suitable
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Figure 2.1: Types of NoC
in a variety of topologies from rings to meshes to irregular structures. Two
problems associated with circuit switching have been mentioned in the past
as shortcomings.
First, setup latency, the time required to build a virtual circuit, must be
incurred before any communication between nodes can take place. In the system described here, efforts were made to minimize this circuit establishment
latency through the use of simple communication protocols.
The second problem involves idle time on communication links, this will
result when connections have been established but no transfers are taking
place. This is not a major concern in our system: opening and closing
connections are lightweight enough that there is little motivation for nodes
to monopolies communication links by leaving them open for long periods of
time.

2.2

Lamport Timestamp Algorithm

Lamport timestamps is a simple algorithm used to determine the order of
events for distributed systems where different processes are not synchronized.
The main idea is to design a vector clock method that ensures ordering of
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events with minimal overhead.The Lamport clock is generally implemented
based on the following rules:
1. Every process in the model increments its counter at the occurrence of
any event.
2. Each process includes its counter value in every communication message
it sends.
3. Upon receiving a message, the receiver process sets its counter value
to be the maximum of the recieved counter value and its own counter
value, before it considers the message received. This ensures that the
timestamp of the received event and all further timestamps will be
greater than that of the timestamp of sending the message as well as
all previous messages.

2.3

Model Checking

Model checking is a formal verification method for reactive systems. It is
an algorithmic technique in which a state-based model of the given system
is developed and its specifications are formulated in temporal logic. The
model checker then automatically and exhaustively validates that the model
is according to its specifications. Model checking also facilitates debugging
by providing error-trails [5] [16]. The verification is based on exhaustive
state-space exploration and thus for large models the computation memory
and time requirements grow exponentially, i.e, a problem that is usually
referred to as the state-space explosion problem. A common remedy to this
problem is to abstract away some of the uninteresting details of the model.
Similarly, bounded and symbolic model checking techniques are also very
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helpful in coping with the state-space explosion problem [13]. Some of the
widely used model checking tools are NuSMV, PRISM, CADP and SPIN.
We have chosen the SPIN model checker for our work due to its efficient
verification algorithms and the ability to verify assertion based properties
besides temporal ones.

2.4

SPIN model checker

The SPIN model checker is a general tool for verifying the correctness of asynchronous distributed software models in a rigorous and mostly automated
fashion [16]. SPIN utilizes PROMELA (Programming Meta language), which
offers communication and concurrency primitives inspired by the process algebras [17], as its formal specification language. PROMELA is primarily
based on the Dijkstras guarded command language and has a syntax very
much like C. The components of the given distributed system are modeled
as processes, which are asynchronous in nature. It also supports multiple
instances of a process. These processes communicate with each other via
channels, which can be buffered or rendezvous. Variables can be declared
globally or locally and can have different data types, such as int, bool, byte
and short [5]. Arrays and structures are also supported by SPIN. SPIN also
provides random interactive guided simulation, which allows users to manually select every proceeding step in the simulation.
Verification properties are written in SPIN using the Linear Temporal
Logic (LTL). Propositional connectives and temporal operators used in LTL
properties are shown in Table 2.1. The properties are translated to Buchi
automaton and then the SPIN built-in search algorithms, i.e., Depth First
Search (DFS) or Breadth First Search (BFS), search the state-space to check
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Propositional Connectives

Temporal Operations

NOT

!

Always

AND

&&

Eventually <>

OR

||

Until

Implies

->

Equivalance

<->

[]

u

Table 2.1: LTL Properties Notation
if that property holds for the given model or not. SPIN also has the capability
of finding deadlocks or non-progress cycles. The state-space is expanded
according to the DFS or BFS mode. Advance options not only allow the
user to manually adjust memory size for state-space storage but also limit
the state-space expansion.
Many model checking tools exist and each one excels in one or a set of
application domains. For example, NuSMV [11] is known to provide excellent results for hardware verification and CBMC [12] and SLAM [27] are
widely used for software verification. The SPIN [16] model checker caters
for a wide range of applications, including both hardware and software systems and protocol verification. Many tools, such as the ABC model checker
[8], support the verification of only synchronous systems. SPIN, on the other
hand, supports both synchronous as well as asynchronous design verification.
Moreover, some other unique characteristics of SPIN include the provision of
the visual trail of errors, assertion based verification and the in-built properties checking mechanism for deadlocks and livelocks in the system. Finally,
SPIN offers state-space reduction by using the partial order technique and
the user is allowed to select between the exhaustive or partial space searching
options. Thus, we found SPIN as the most suitable tool for NOC verification.

Chapter 3
Proposed Methodology
There are some general requirements that every NoC is expected to meet. Its
architecture should be generic, scalable and able to cope up with faults. In
terms of performance, it should exhibit small latency and guaranty throughput. The proposed formal verification methodology for NoC architectures,
depicted in Figure 3.1, caters for all of these requirements and is primarily
composed of the following steps:

3.1

Modeling Generic NoC in SPIN

The proposed methodology allows us to model generic NoC architectures,
i.e., any NoC with arbitrary number of nodes and finite number of routers.
Each node has a unique identity registered in the router with which it is
connected. The router consists of a set of input and outputs, a controller
and a communication switch. Router controller registers the address of all
of its connected nodes. Moreover, it entertains the request of each node and
schedules their access to utilize the switch. The communication switch or
the switch box creates the communication path of the target and the master

14
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node.
The following steps allow us to model any NoC architecture in SPIN:
• Identify processes: The first modeling step is to identify the processes in the given NoC architecture. We usually associate a process
with every module, i.e., node, router and switch box of the given NoC.
The behavior of every module is expressed in the process using its corresponding Finite-State Machine (FSM). Multiple nodes, can be modeled
as an instance of the same process. All the communication within a
process has to be defined via local variables.
The node in the NOC starts in an idle state. It must have data reading
and writing capabilities. Moreover, it should be able to check the status
flags of the communication link.
The router of the NoC also remains in the idle state until it receives a
transmission request. It continuously listens to the request signals to
be able to respond in a timely manner. The router must be able to
manage multiple requests.

• Identify inputs and outputs: Communication among various modules of the NoC is done via channels and thus each process needs to
have its own input and output channels. Channels are responsible for
delivering messages among different processes. It is important to note
that SPIN allows unidirectional channels only.

• Initialization: All the processes and inter-module channels have to be
initialized. The processes with active prefix allows them to be running
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Figure 3.1: Proposed methodology
in the initial system state but they have a limitation that they cannot
accept any argument.

3.2

Functional Verification using Simula-

tion
Once the model developed in PROMELA, its complete FSM can be
seen by the automaton viewer of the SPIN model checker for sanity
check. Next, we propose to check it via the random and interactive
simulation methods of SPIN. The randomized test vectors often reveal
some critical flaws and modeling bugs, which can be fixed by updating the PROMELA model. The main motivation of performing this
simulation is to be able to catch PROMELA modeling flaws, that usu-
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ally happen due to human errors before going to the rigorous and thus
comparatively time consuming formal verification phase.

3.3

Formal Function Verification

As depicted in Figure 3.1, we propose to check four functional properties for NoCs, explained below, by model checking.

Deadlock Freedom: NoC architectures are quite susceptible to enter
deadlocks, i.e., a situation under which two nodes are waiting for one
another to transmit or receive data. Such deadlocks stall the entire
communication and have to be absolutely avoided [10]. Deadlocks in
NoC are mainly introduced from the behavior of the router module.
It is almost impossible to guarantee that there is no deadlock in a
given router using simulation due to the huge number of possibilities
that may cause deadlocks. Whereas, model checking can detect them
automatically by checking a no-deadlock condition as an LTL property.
Deadlocks may be reported due to a PROMELA modeling error or it
could be a result of a system bug. Thus, in case of finding a deadlock,
the corresponding error trail must be executed on the NoC model in
PROMELA using simulation to identify the cause for addressing it.
Liveness: SPIN has the capability of verifying liveness properties without providing explicit LTL specifications. This property tracks nonprogressing cycles in the system, which are associated with processes
that do not halt in their non-critical section or infinitely trap in a nonending loop.
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Behavioral Properties: The behavioral properties of the given NoC
architecture can be checked by formally specifying them in LTL. The
translation from LTL to Buchi automaton is handled automatically by
SPIN. In the proposed methodology for verifying NoC architectures, we
call for verifying mutual exclusion and starvation freedom properties to
check the behavior of the given NoC.
– Mutual exclusion: This property ensures that hardware resources are utilized by one source at a time. It is very important
to check this property in the context of NoC architectures since
multiple utilization of resources may result in effecting the reliable data transfer. Moreover, the data may not reach the specific
target node.
– Starvation freedom: This property ensures fairness of resource
utilization such that no single node will share the resource for a
long time. Holding a resource by a single node can lead other
requesting nodes to be in a continuous wait state, resulting in
a delayed data transfer or no transfer at all in the worst case
scenario.
Assertion based verification: SPIN supports assertion based verification as well and thus many interesting conditions can be checked
during the verification process. For example, it is extremely undesirable
if two nodes are granted access to share the datelines in circuit-switched
based NoC and this scenario can be checked by using the following assertion:
Assert(grant1==1&&grant2==1)
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Formal Timing Verification

Timing based analysis is used to judge the performance of any NoC. The
basic difference in packet-switched NoC and circuit-switched NoC is of data
reception time and thus timing analysis plays a vital role in this assessment.
Moreover, timing analysis also allows us to evaluate the quality of service.
We propose to do the formal timing analysis of NoC architectures within a
model checker by utilizing the Lamport timestamps algorithm to associate
the notion of time with the processes of the model. Moreover, for timing
analysis, we non-deterministically generate conditions of service requests and
data packets. The main goal of the timing analysis is to find the upper and
lower bounds of latency, which is defined as the interval between the time
at which the node requests for service and the time when it gets service and
completes the data transfer.
It is a common occurrence to encounter state-space explosion problem during
the verification phase. In such cases, we propose to reduce the size of the
model and thus the state-space by reducing the range granularity of variables
or reducing the number of nodes in the model.
The proposed methodology is general enough to be used to formally verify
any circuit-switched or packet-switched NoC architecture. For illustrating
its practical utilization and effectiveness, we use it in the next two sections
for the formal verification of programmable NoC (PNoC)[14] and HERMES
NoC [21].

Chapter 4
Programmable network on chip
(PNoC)
In this chapter we shall describe the circuit-switched NoC PNoC. First section describes the general architecture and topology adopted in this thesis.
Second section discusses its implementation in PROMELA and third section
describes the functional and formal verification.

4.1

PNoC architecture

Programmable Network-On-Chip (PNoC) [14] is a circuit-switched NoC architecture and thus allows data transfers on a dedicated connection. Moreover, it requires no overhead for packetisation, packet-header processing or
packet buffering. This topology contains series of subnets where multiple
nodes are connected to a single router through the router port interfaces. A
light handshaking mechanism is required to establish or remove connection
from a node. This flexible system allows runtime insertion and removal of
nodes. PNoC has a small set of single bit control signals and receiving (rx)
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and transmitting (tx) signals. Figure 4.1 shows the connection between two
nodes and a single router and more details about the signals can be found
in [14]. The behavior of PNoC nodes, router, switch box and communication processes, which are the main components of any circuit-switched NoC
architecture, is explained below:
Nodes are processing units that can send or receive data. A PNoC node
has five control signals and a set of receiving (rx ) and transmitting (tx )
signals. It can request for service while specifying the target nodes address
on the tx address line.
Router is the core communication block as it controls the circuit switching among the nodes. It listens to node requests and then grants permission
to the master node after consulting its routing table. In case when multiple
nodes make simultaneous requests, it non-deterministically grants access to
any one of them. Moreover, it also notifies the slave node to establish connection. Once the connection is established between two nodes then they
can freely share data. If the desired node or hardware resource (switch box)
is busy in entertaining other services, the router sends a pend signal to the
requesting node. The router also de-asserts the pend signal after the resource
node becomes free. Moreover, it also listens to the release signal from the
node incase the node wants to terminate the connection.
Switch box is the unit that physically connects all the appropriate rx
and tx signals of two nodes.
To establish connection between nodes and router, a simple handshaking mechanism is performed. Master node sends request to the router along
with the address of target node. Router consults its routing table and checks
whether the communication link and slave node is free for data communication. Once approved, it sends grant to master and informs the slave node via
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Figure 4.1: PNoC architecture
the slave grant signal. Moreover, it connects rx and tx lines of the master
and slave nodes via a switch box. In the write mode, the master node sets
tx valid=1 and tx rnw=0, and then captures the returned data from the slave
node on rx data lines upon receiving rx valid=1. In the read mode, master
nodes set tx valid=1 and tx rnw=1. If the slave wants to suspend the data
transfer then it can do so by deasserting its cts signal.
Once the communication link is established, data is freely shared between
nodes and on completion, the node sends a release signal to the router, which
ends the communication.

4.2

Modeling of PNoC using PROMELA

The PROMELA modeling of PNoC mainly involves three modules, i.e.,
nodes, router and switch box. We have modeled and analyzed the PNoC
for two different configurations, i.e., two router with eight nodes and nine
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router with nine nodes. Nodes are generic in nature and thus have been
instantiated multiple times. The pseudo codes of these models along with
some description is given below:
PNoC Node
The node module in PNoC can initiate requests to the router to communicate with other nodes. The node that generates the request is termed as a
master node and targeting node is termed as a slave node. The PROMELA
model of a PNoC node is given in Pseudo code 1.
A node is initialized to be in the idle mode. Every node can initiate
a request to the router with the address of the target node. This behavior is modeled non-deterministically, such that the request generation and
the target node-address are both chosen in a non-deterministic fashion. In
case of request generation, the node moves to the receiving mode, where it
waits for either grant, pend or slave grant signal. On receiving the grant
signal, it moves to the node write mode (if the node wants to transmit data)
where it sends a set of communication signals. Once the data is transferred,
the node moves to the node windup mode where it sends the release signal
to the router; thus requesting end of data transfer. Similarly, if the node
wants to read data from other nodes on receiving grant, it moves to the
node read mode, where by using a set of communication signals, it receives
data and upon completion, it also sends the release signal to the router, thus
demanding end of connection.
When a node recieves the slave grant, it moves to the slave mode and
acts according to the request of read or write from the master node. If the
hardware resource, such as switch is used by some other node then the router
sends a pend signal to the node under consideration, so that it waits until
the pend is over and again requests for communication.
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Pseudo code 1: Node

node idle:
//choose non-deterministically
if
::request!1->tx addr!addr->write=1/write=0->goto node receving
::request!0->goto node idle;
node receving:
::

grant?

Grant->if grant==1->

if write==1->goto node write mode
if write==0->goto node read mode
::

Pend?pend->if pend==1->goto pend mode

::

Slave grant?sl grant->if sl grant==1->goto slave mode

node write mode:
::initialize handshaking mechanism
::send data-> goto node windup// transmit data as far as tx cts=1
node read mode:
::rx cts?rx cts->
if rx cts==1->
::rx data?data// receive data as far as rx cts==1
goto node windup
else goto node windup
pend mode:
::pend?pend->
if pend==1/*wait till pend=0*/request!0;
if pend==0->request!1;
slave mode:
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if rx valid==1 & rx rnw==0-> goto node read mode
if rx valid==1 & rx rnw==1-> goto node write mode
node windup:
Release!

1->request!

0->goto node idle

PNoC Router:
The model of the router is given in Pseudo code 2. It receives requests from
nodes and consults its routing table to check the availability of the targeting
node’s address. Once the switch becomes free, then the router sends a grant
signal to the master and slave nodes. Once the connection is established,
the router starts to wait for their release signals. Upon receiving the release
signal from both of the communicating nodes, it again moves to the router
idle mode, where it waits for further requests from nodes.

Pseudo code 2: Router

router idle:
::

Request[m]?Request[m]->goto routingtable

routingtable:
rx addr?rx addr->s=rx addr;
if switch enable==0
::

grant[m]!1->sl grant[n]=1->enable switch!1->

goto wait release mode
if Switch enable==1
::pend[m]!1 (wait until switch enable=0)->pend[m]!0->
goto router idle
release mode:
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Release[m]?

release m

Release[s]?

release s
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if
release m==1&release s==1->goto router idle;
else goto release mode;

PNoC Switch box:
The switch box, mentioned in Pseudo code 3, is controlled by the router. All
the tx lines are connected to the rx lines of the switch box and vice versa.
The switch box is usually in switch idle state. If router enables the switch
box then it connects its rx lines with tx lines and thus the, corresponding
nodes send their data on these lines. Once data is transferred, the router
disables the switch box and disconnects the connection. The switch box
again moves to its idle position.

Pseudo code 3: Switch Box

switch idle:
::enable?enb;
If enb==0->goto switch idle;
If enb==1->
::rx valid connects tx valid
::rx rnw connects tx rnw
::rx cts connects tx cts
::rx data connects tx data
::rx addr connects tx addr->
goto switch idle
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Initialization process:
An initialization process is used to initialize the router, nodes, all of the channels involved in networking and switch box. First all the global channels are
initialized and this is followed by the initialization of all the nodes and the
router. For example, for the case of 8 nodes, the code for the node module
would be instantiated 8 times.

Simulation of PNoC:
After modeling the PNoC architecture in SPIN, simulation is the first check
that evaluates its functionality. PNoC modules are modeled in a nondeterministic way. At first, guided-simulation is performed in order to ensure that
all the signals are received properly. Random simulation allows the nodes
to behave non-deterministically, i.e., a node can randomly send request and
address of any other slave node. Any of the 8 nodes can send a request of
communication with any other node connected to router. Router listens to
these requests and acts accordingly. The track of this randomness can visually be seen via simulation based trails. From experience, we have seen
that the simulation allows us to find many unpredicted errors or bugs in the
models and thus is highly recommended to be done before formal verification.

4.3

Formal functional verification of PNoC

As described in the proposed methodology, we checked the liveness and deadlock freedom of our PROMELA model of PNoC and no deadlock and nonprogress states were found.
We also checked the mutual exclusion property to ensure that hardware
resources are utilized by one source at a time. When a PNoC’s router sends
a grant signal to a node then this particular node should be the only one
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to use the respective resources. We checked this behavior by using the zeroone-hot relation for all grant signals of all the nodes. In LTL format, it can
be written as follows:
[] (!(grant1 & grant2 & grant3 & grant4 & ......grantn));

The grant signal is asserted only when the node is given the authority
to read or write as a master. Thus, in order to ensure mutual exclusion
only one of the grant signals can be 1. This property was verified for our
model of the PNoC, which ensures the mutual exclusions holds for every
possible configuration of our model, something that cannot be ascertained
via simulation very easily.
The starvation freedom of our model was checked by ensuring the fairness
of resource utilization, i.e., no single node should occupy a resource for a long
time. In the case of PNoC, resources are allocated by giving the grant=1
signal to the nodes. Thus, we checked the starvation property by observing
the priority array of the router, which stores the process ID of the master
nodes. In order to ensure starvation freedom in the PNoC architecture, there
should be no continuous repetition of the same process ID in the priority
array. This behavior can be expressed as a LTL property as follows:
[]((grant[n]==1)-><>(Release[n]==1));

This property states that if any node is granted 1 than eventually in the
future it will assert its release signal. In other words, it ensures that no node
is granted 1 forever.
Fairness is also checked by the array method. The node, which is given
the grant, stores its ID in the get id function, which is basically defined as
an array of node IDs. Thus, the fairness can be ensured if no two consecutive
entries in this array are the same using the following assertion:
Id one=Array[i]; Id two=Array[i+1]; Assert(Id one==Id two);
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We also checked the data reliability of the PNoC architecture by ensuring
that the data transmitted from one node is accurately received at the target
node. The limitation for checking this behavior is that it can be checked
only after complete data reception. Therefore, the assertion based verification is the only way to check this behavior since model checking using LTL
properties cannot be used to verify it. This behavior can be checked by the
following assertion:
(rx data!=tx data)

This assertion would raise a flag if the transmitted data is not found to
be equal to the received data at any point in time of the system execution.
This property becomes true only when the data reception is complete at the
slave node, which is consistent with the expected behavior as well.
For the above-mentioned verification of PNoC, a Quad core 2.5 GHz
processor running windows 7 professional, SPIN version 6.2.3 along with the
ispin version 1.1.0. was used. The PNoC verification is done for a maximum
of eight nodes and a single router, which comprises of 11 processes and 500
lines of code.
The verification was done for the exhaustive storage mode along with the
option of working up to maximum depth of 257269. The detail of resource
utilization and verification time of each property verified is shown in Figures
4.2 and 4.3 respectively, for different number of nodes.

4.4

Timing verification

We evaluate the performance of PNoC by measuring the time interval between the time when the master node initiates the request and the time when
it gets the service and completes the communication process.As per the pro-
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Figure 4.2: Memory utilization for different node

Figure 4.3: Verification Results
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Figure 4.4: PNoC Configuration A
posed methodology, these intervals, or the latency bounds, are calculated for
two scenarios, i.e., by increasing the traffic and data with the help of appropriate LTL properties. The upper bound depicts the maximum time the
PNoC architecture will take to provide service to all the nodes in the worst
case scenario when all the nodes ask for request, whereas the lower bound
indicates the minimum time that the PNoC architecture will take to provide
service of the master request.These latency bounds of two configurations ,
which we used to conduct the experiments with, are discussed below:
Latency bounds of configuration A
The configuration A of PNoC consist of eight nodes and two routers as shown
in Figure 4.4. As the number of routers are less compared to nodes in this
case, so the time to identify the target node is less. The reason behind this
is that there would be only two routing tables required to search for target
node. The drawback of this architecture will be that once the router is busy
in communication then it cannot provide service to other nodes, which in
turn leads to providing a delayed service to the other nodes. This behavior
is formally verified by the latency bounds as follows:
Always globally(node[x].latencycount<680)
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Figure 4.5: PNoC Configuration B
Always globally(node[x].latencycount>27)

Latency bounds of configuration B
The configuration B of PNoC is composed of 9 routers and 9 nodes. Each
node is connected to one router as shown in Figure 4.5. This architecture is
more complex comparative to the architecture A. If the node 1 wants to communicate with node 9 than the time required to identify the corresponding
destination address will obviously be more, as handshaking with routers 2, 5,
8 and 9 would have to be performed. But once the connection is established
then the data can be easily and quickly transferred. On the other hand,
once a router is busy in the communication process then it cannot participate in other communication. This results in delaying other communication
requests. Therefore the upper and lower latency bounds of architecture B
are more than that of A. This large amount indicates that the total time for
the last node getting service is very large, which is the main limitation of
circuit-switch networks.
Always globally(node[x].latencycount<732)
Always globally(node[x].latencycount>28)

Chapter 5
HERMES Network on Chip
In this chapter we shall describe the case study of packet-switched NoC HERMES. First section describes the general architecture and topologies adopted
in this thesis. Second section discusses the modeling and implementation in
PROMELA and third section describes the HERMES functional and timing
formal verification.

5.1

HERMES NoC

HERMES is a packet-switch based NoC [21] in which the data is divided into
packets and then transmitted between switches. In the case of HERMES
NoC, these packets are termed as flits and the switching technique is called
wormhole switching. The header flit has the routing information and the
rest of the flits follow the lead. The flit size for the HERMES infrastructure
is parameterizable, and the number of flits in a packet is fixed at 2(flit size,
in bits). Moreover, it requires less memory, provides low latency, and can
multiplex a physical channel into more than one logical channel.
As NoC topology is defined by the connection structure of the switches,
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Figure 5.1: HERMES NoC architecture
the HERMES NoC follows mesh topology as shown in Figure 5.1 and assumes
that each switch is connected to other switches by a set of bi-directional ports.
The central switch has five ports and the corner switch has three. Moreover,
each core is connected to a signal router and the basic components of a router
are switch and controller which are described in detail later in this section. .

Switch: The switch is a connecting unit between IP cores and each
switch has a unique address in the network. It is primarily composed of
routing and arbitration logic for packet communication to other ports, which
are in turn directed to other switches or cores. The communication ports also
include input and output channels, along with buffers for temporary storage
of information. To simplify routing on the network, the address of routers
is expressed in XY coordinates, where X represents the horizontal position
and Y the vertical position. The HERMES switch has five bi-directional
ports: NORTH, SOUTH, EAST, WEST and a local port. Each port has
an input buffer for information storage. The local port is responsible for the
communication between the switch and its local core.
Controller: The controller is mainly responsible for controlling the flow
of packets by using routing and arbitration logic. When a switch receives a
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header flit, the arbitration is executed. HERMES follows a dynamic arbitration scheme, which ensures fairness in resource usage. Each port is assigned
a pre-defined priority. Once the packets request is granted, routing is performed. Hermes follows the XY routing protocol, which first compares the
actual switch address (xLxL) with the target switch address (xTyT) of the
packet. First the horizontal address x is compared, i.e., if (xL>xT) then the
packet is transmitted west and if (xL<xT) then the packet is transmitted
east. If the horizontal address matches (xL=xT), then the vertical address
is compared. Similarly, if (yL>yT), then the packet is transmitted north and
if (yL<yT) then the packet is transmitted south. The pseudo code for this
routing scheme is given below
If (Cx < Dx) ->routed East
If (Cx > Dx)-> routed West
If (Cx == Dx) then compare Dy with Cy
If (Cy < Dy) -> routed North
If( Cy > Dy) -> routed South
If (Cy == Dy) then the current router is the final destination.

5.2

Modeling of HERMES using PROMELA

This section describes the modeling of HERMES NoC in SPIN . Upon the
arrival of a data packet at a local port, the first part of the packet (flit) is
stored in thedata in variable. On receiving the flit, an acknowledgment is
sent by asserting the ack rx signal. Then the local port requests routing
to the arbitration logic by asserting the h signal. Arbitration then contacts
the routing logic and requests to route data. Routing logic executes the
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Table 5.1: List of initialization variables
Router’s ID
Router 1 x=0
Router 1 y=0
Router 2 x=1
Router 2 y=0
Router 3 x=2
Router 3 y=0

Position of read buffer for each router
Local buffer=0
North buffer=1
East buffer=2
West buffer=3
South buffer=4
Maximum buffer=5

Router 4 x=0
Router 4 y=1
Router 5 x=1
Router 5 y=1
Router 6 x=2
Router 6 y=1
Router 7 x=0

Arbitration priorities

Router 7 y=2
#define EAST PRIORITY 5
#define WEST PRIORITY 4
Router 8 x=1
#define NORTH PRIORITY 3
Router 8 y=2
#define SOUTH PRIORITY 2
#define NODE PRIORITY 1
Router 9 x=2
Router 9 y=2
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Variable

Purpose

Counter tx

Counter for Transmitting

Counter rx

Counter for Recieving

Letency max

Variable storing maximum value of latency counter

start latency count

1 bit variables indicating start and end status of counter

stop latency count
Pkt send

1 bit variables indicating status of Packer send and recieve

Pkt recv
Counter latency
Table 5.2: Packet modeling signals
XY routing algorithm and then updates the switching table accordingly and
confirms the procedure by asserting the ack rot signal. Once the route is
decided then the switch updates the data in its data out variable and asserts
the tx signal, indicating the ready to be transmit state. On the removal of
data from buffer the ack tx signal is updated (ack tx = 1 ) and the rest of
the packets are transmitted.
Step1: Identification of a Process
The HERMES architecture is a mesh like architecture in which each node is
connected to a single router. Thus, there are two main blocks in a process:
A router with a node and a controller. It is assumed that when a packet
reaches at router then it is read instantly.
Step2: Modeling Processes and Initialization
HERMES router node: HERMES router contains two sub units, i.e.,
switch and controller. The functionality of node and router is implemented
in the form of units. All of these units work in parallel for all the routers.
More details about these units are given below. The list of router signals and
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Purpose

Input status

to indicate the status of input

Output status

and output port that can be free or used

Read buffer

buffer for reading

Write buffer

buffer for writing

Arbitration buffer east

separatebuffer for each port

Arbitration buffer west
Arbitration buffer north
Arbitration buffer south
Arbitration buffer local
request

request and acknowledge signal indicate the

acknowledge

transmission and reception of data

Arbiter token

To follow the priority of each port

Table 5.3: Router and buffer status signals
buffers signals, used in our implementation, are shown in Table 5.3.

Each router has a unique address, as shown in the Table 5.1. The signals,
involved in modeling packets, are given in Table 5.2. The rest of the signals
and constants, initialized in the code, are mentioned in Table 5.1.
Updating variables unit: This unit is responsible for updating the
above-mentioned router and packet signals. In the outer loop, the router
status signals are updated for all the routers in the NoC architecture. In the
inner loop, the packet status signals are updated along with the request and
acknowledgment variables.
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Pseudo code :updating module:

do
::if
::

(router count<total routers)->

do
::

(packet count<total packets)->

update request variables;
update acknowledgement variables;
update packet status signals;
packet count++;
od;
packet count=0;
updating router status signals;
router count++;
::else->break;
router count=0;
od

Receiving and loading packets in the buffer unit: This unit receives the valid data packets in the buffer. The local node of each router is
monitored iteratively. When the packet arrives, its validity is checked first.
If the packet is valid then it is read by local buffer as follows.
Router[x].read buffer=router[x].packet index
Each data packet has a variable hopcount. When the data packet leaves the
source node, the variable hopcount is initialized by zero, it is incremented as
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it passes through routers. Counter tx variable is incremented by 1 on the
transmission of data packets and status signal pkt send is also asserted at this
point. When the data packet reaches its destination the Counter tx value
is stored and is considered as the latency. Once the pkt recv turns 0, the
stop latency limit is asserted. This process continues till the whole packet is
received. The pseudo code is below.

Pseudo code : Packet reception module:

do
::if
::

(router count<total routers)->

if
::(router status = free && inject packet status=true)->
read data in read buffer till number of packet ends;
update status variables;
update hopcount;
update counters;
::(router[router count].satus=free && inject packet status=false)->
update status variables;
::else->break;
fi;
router count++;
od

Arbitration and XY routing unit: Arbitration logic is mainly re-
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sponsible for routing the data. It first checks the status of router and buffer.
If the status of router is used and buffer does not contain invalid data, then
it performs XY routing. It compares the current address with destination
address. First it compares x address and then it compares y address. If the
router has not acknowledged the arbitration even if the request is true then
it first acknowledges the arbitration for starting routing request and then
copy its data from read buffer to output write buffer . Mean while the status
of router is updated as used. As the data packet has crossed another router
so its hopcount is incremented by 1. On accomplishing this procedure the
router status is updated as free and its buffer is emptied. The pseudo code
of XY routing algorithm is given below

Pseudo code :XY routing algorithm

/*Xy routing algorithm
If Cx < Dx it is routed East
If Cx > Dx it is routed West
If Cx == Dx then compare Dy with Cy
If Cy < Dy it is routed North
If Cy > Dy it is routed South
If Cy == Dy then the current router is the final destination.

Pseudo code :arbitration logic:

if ::(east arbitration of router is true )-> read data in buffer;
update status signals;
update hopcount;
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change status of port to used
update request status to false;
fi;
repeat the same procedure for rest of ports;

Arbitration priority handling unit: Hermes calls to assign priorities
to all five ports so that no port starves for resource utilization and each will
have its turn with fairness. According to the priority, states are defined.
In this unit if the arbiter’s request is true, then router priority is compared
with the turn. If the turn is according to the priority then the router grants
the access to packet by asserting ack=1 otherwise it is sent to the relative
priority state.

Pseudo code :arbitration priority:

#define p east 5
#define p west 4
#define p north 3
#define p south 2
#define p local 1
do
p east state:
do
::

rounter count < total router ->

do
::

if

::

(router arbitration request==true && router arbitration token ==p east)->
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router arbitration acknowledgment=true;
goto final state;
::

(router arbitration acknowledgment==true && router arbitration token

==p east)->
router arbitration acknowledgment=false;
router.arbitertoken=p west state;
goto p west state;
::

router arbitration token == p west -> goto p west state;

::

router arbitration token == p north ->goto p north state;

::

router arbitration token == p south ->goto p south state;

::

router arbitration token == p local ->goto p local state;

::

router arbitration request == f && router arbitration token == p east

->
router arbitration token = p west;
goto p west state;
fi;
od;
p west state:

/* repeat same logic as in above state*/

p north state:/* repeat same logic as in above state*/
p south state:/* repeat same logic as in above state*/
p local state:/* repeat same logic as in above state*/
p final state:
arbitrationcount++
od;
buffer usage:
do
::if
::
if

(router count<total routers)->
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(buffer count<buffer routers)->

if
::(output status of port is used)->
transfer data from read buffer to write buffer;
change output status to free;
fi;
buffer count++;
fi;
router count++;
::skip;
od;

Process controller is the central unit, which controls the timings of each
process. It updates the local latency variables to the global latency variables.
Moreover, once the connection is established between two switches and the
data is transferred the latency counter is incremented. Lamport’s vector
clock is implemented in this unit. Two types of counters are introduced, i.e.,
the packet latency counter and the router latency counter. Each data packet
has a latency variable that indicates the amount of time it remained in the
network before reaching the destination. The counters are incremented according to the lamport timestamp rules. The pseudo code of controller is
given below:

Pseudo code :Router controller:

proctype controller()
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dstep
packet latency variable initialization;
do
::if
::(packet counter<maximum packets)->
update packet status variables locally and globally;
packet counter++;
::else-> break;
fi;
do
::if
::(router counter<maximum routers)->
update router status variables locally and globally;
router counter++;
::else-> break;
fi;
::if
::(inject packet==true && start latency==true)-> update vector lamport;

Initialization process
An initialization process is used to initialize the router, nodes and all the
variables involved in networking. The main steps involved in the initialization
process are as follows:
1. Initializing routers by initializing router IDs and defining router mapping
2. Initializing packets by assigning them the destination address, initial-
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izing their hop count and initializing their latency variable
3. Overall initialization of all the variables
4. Run routernode() Run the code of routernode. The pseudo code is
mentioned previously in this section.
5. Run controller() Run the code of Routercontroller. The pseudo code
is mentioned previously in this section.
Simulation:
Initial check of the code is done by simulation and no bug was found in the
HERMES architecture.

5.3

Formal verification of HERMES

As per the proposed methodology, we verified the deadlock, mutual exclusion,
starvation freedom, and data relaibility properties for the HERMES NoC.
Deadlock: No deadlocks were found in the Hermes NoC by using the built-in
deadlock check utility of the SPIN model checker.
Mutual exclusion: The HERMES switch has five ports and only one
port should be given access to the output port to avoid the mutual exclusion
problem. We checked this behavior by using the zero-one-hot relation for the
ack signals of all ports of the router. This property can thus be checked in
LTL by ensuring that the sum of acknowledgments of all the ports in Hermes
should be one at all times.
[] ((Router[x].arb buffr[n].ack +Router[x].arb buffr[s].ack
+Router[x].arb buffr[e].ack +Router[x].arb buffr[local].ack+
Router[x].arb buffr[w].ack )==1;
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This property is found to be True for all the nodes present in HERMES architecture

Packet reached correct destination: To check that each packet has
reached correct destination , we verified that eventually the source address
will be equal to the destination address in LTL as follows:
<>(packet list[x].src index x==
packet list[x].dest index x)
<>(packet list[x].src index y==
packet list[x].dest index y)

This property is also found to hold for all the packets.

Liveness: Non-progress cycles are checked by using the built-in SPIN
facility and no non-progress cycle are found, thus proving the liveness of
HERMES architecture.
Starvation freedom: Fairness of the arbitration logic is verified by
checking that low priority ports are not starved for access to the output
port. There are five ports and each port is given priority. The local port has
the least priority so we checked the starvation freedom property of Hermes
by ensuring that in every router the lowest priority port eventually receives
an arbitration token.
Arb token[1]==e.<>arb token[1]==local

This property is also found to be True for all the routers
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Timing verification

Timing analysis allows us to evaluate the performance related characteristics
of Hermes by finding its latency bounds. The time is calculated from the
moment when the master node initiates the request and until it gets the
service and completes the communication process. The upper bound depicts
the maximum time the HERMES architecture will take to provide service
to all the nodes, whereas the lower bound indicates the minimum time the
HERMES architecture will take to provide service the one master request.
The above-mentioned latency bounds are evaluated for two different NoC
configurations.
Latency bounds of configuration A:
This configuration of HERMES consists of 9 nodes and 9 routers as shown
in Figure 5.1. One last node is assumed to be inactive. The upper and lower
latency bounds are calculated by using the following LTL property:
Always globally(node[x].latencycount<97)
Always globally(node[x].latencycount>66)
Latency bounds of configuration B:
Configuration B of HERMES is same as of architecture A but all the 9 nodes and
routers participates in communication. The bounds observed are
Always globally(node[x].latencycount<107)
Always globally(node[x].latencycount>66)

It is observed that lower bound for the 9 routers mesh is 66 clock cycles.
This large number indicates that the minimum time for a single node getting
service is very large comparative to that of PNoC. The connection establishment time for the HERMES NoC is also found to be more than that of PNoC
which effects the overall latency.

Chapter 6
Comparison Of PNoC and
HERMES NoC
In this section, a comparative analysis of formal verification of HERMES
NoC and PNoC is presented. These circuit-switched and packet-switched
NoCs are analyzed on the basis of functional and timing performance. Multiple conflagrations of these architectures are considered to evaluate various
versions of NoC’s.
The two routers with 8 nodes configuration of PNoC, shown in Figure
4.4, is compared with the mesh configuration of the HERMES NoC, shown
in Figure 4.5.
The second configuration of the Hermes architecture that we consider
here consists of 9 routers and 9 nodesas shown in Figure 4.5. As PNoC is a
flexible architecture so it is also designed on the same grounds with 9 nodes
and a mesh like structure.
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Functional behavior comparison

Functional evaluation of NoC architectures is done by checking the deadlock,
mutual exclusion, starvation freedom and liveness for both PNoC and Hermes
architectures and the summary of verification results is given in Table6.1.
Both the architectures, with their respective configurations, have been found
to be correct.
Table 6.1: Functional Verification Comparison
Properties
Deadlock

PNoC

HERMES

No deadlock found No deadlock found

Mutual Exclusion

Verified

Verified

Packet Reached Correct Destination

Verified

Verified

No Node starved

No node starved

Verified

Verified

Starvation Freedom
Liveness

6.2

Timing properties comparison

As per the proposed methodology, the timing properties are verified by increasing the traffic, i.e., increasing master nodes, and by increasing data
packets, and thus observing the change in timing related aspects.
When the number of nodes, accessing the router for provision of service are
increased, and thus the traffic increases, the router strives to provide service
to each of the requesting node. In this way performance of router is critically
evaluated.

Similarly, when the data transmitted by a single node is increased, the
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time required to transfer this data also increases.
While considering these conditions, we consider the following five cases:

• Case 1: Only one node acts as master (Number of Packets
=1,20,50,100)
In this case, only one master node asks for service whereas the quantity of data packets is varied from 1 to 100. The PNoC architecture is
found to take less time in transmitting the data from source to destination, as shown in Figure 6.1. The reason behind this behavior is that
connection establishment in PNoC takes less clock cycles compared to
the HERMES NoC. Moreover, in the circuit-switched PNoC, a dedicated path is established for data transfer whereas in HERMES each
individual packet finds its way to the destination. So in the scenario
of increasing number of data packets, PNoC performs better than the
HERMES NoC.

• Case 2: 2 nodes acting as master with packet size 20
As the traffic (no. of master nodes) increases the latency of the last
node getting service of PNoC increasesas shown in the Figure 6.2. In
both architectures configurations of HERMES the time to serve the
second master node is same because in both scenarios the underlying
architecture is a mesh. Timing bound of the PNoC in configuration A is
found to be less than configuration B. The reason is the establishment
of a dedicated connection in PNoC for data transfer.
• Case 3:3 nodes acting as the master with packet size 20 and
60
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Figure 6.1: Timing performance with single master node and multiple packets
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As the number of nodes acting as master increases, PNoC takes more
time to provide service to all nodes. The reason behind this behavior
is that HERMES allows all nodes to transmit data in parallel whereas
PNoC nodes transmit data sequentially, i.e., next node can only send
data when the communication process of the already sending one has
completed. This scenario is tested with packet size 20 and 60 as shown
in Figure 6.3 and 6.4, respectively. PNoC performs better for the case
of 20 packets than the case of packet size 60. As the number of master
nodes, along with amount of data, is increased, the communication
time of PNoC node increases and ultimately the last node of PNoC
will get the service very late compared to the last master node of the
HERMES NoC for both architectures.
• Case 4: 5 master nodes with packet size 10 and 20
It is observed that with increase in packets along with the number of
masters getting service, the last node is served very late in PNoC. On
the other hand HERMES NoC only takes at most of 70 clock cycles.
Data packets in HERMES NoC manages to find path in this heavy
traffic. Thus, master nodes of HERMES NoC are served early and
data reaches the destination by 70 clock cycles as shown in Figures 6.5
6.6.
• Case 5: All nodes requesting for service
The worst case scenario is tested in which all the nodes in the given
architectures are requesting for service. The last master node in PNoC
architecture gets the service after 254 clock cycles whereas the maximum delay for the HERMES architecture is only 100 clock cycles as
shown in Figure 6.7.
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Figure 6.3: Master Nodes=3 and Data Packets=20
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Figure 6.8: Master Nodes=9 and Data Packets=20
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Chapter 7
Conclusion and Future Work
Network on chip is an emerging paradigm for communications within large
VLSI systems implemented on a single silicon chip. On the basis of connection establishment procedure, it is categorized into circuit and packet
switched NoC. This thesis presents a formal verification methodology for
circuit-switched and packet switched based NoC architectures. The proposed method mainly utilizes the SPIN model checker to verify the functional
properties and quality of service of the given NoC. The targeted functional
properties are mutual exclusion, starvation freedom, deadlock and livelock
issues. Both of these architectures have been found to be free from any
functional problems. Timing verification is also performed with various test
cases and it is concluded that packet switched NoC performs better in case
of heavy traffic whereas in the cases where heavy data is to be transferred
circuit switched NoC performs better. In future, we plan to formally verify
more circuit-switched and packet-switched NoC’s. Also packet-switched NoC
exhibit probabilistic behavior, in regard of this we can perform probabilistic
verification of Packet-switched NoC’s.
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